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Genesis

Ecclesiastes

Exodus

Wisdom

I (1–11):
Katharine Dell/Tova Forti
Erhard Blum/David Carr
Song of Songs
II–III (12–50): Konrad Schmid
Martien A. Halvorson-Taylor
I–II:
Helmut Utzschneider/
Wolfgang Oswald

Jean-Sébastien Rey

Numbers

I–III: NN

Isaiah
Jeremiah

I–II:
Rainer Albertz/
Thomas Römer

Deuteronomy
I–II:
Jeffrey Stackert/
Joel S. Baden

Maria Häusl

Lamentations

I–II:
Michaël van der Meer/
Cor de Vos

Andreas Michel

Judges

Daniel

Marc Brettler
Shimon Gesundheit

1./2. Samuel

I (1. Sam 1–15):
Regine Hunziker-Rode
wald
II (1. Sam 16 – 2. Sam 5):
Johannes Klein
III (2. Sam 6–24):
Thomas Naumann

1./2. Kings

I–II:
Gary N. Knoppers
Steven McKenzie

1./2. Chronicles

Each volume appears both in English and German. Three to four volumes are
published every year. The delay between the respective original and its translated
version does not exceed two years.

Eberhard Bons

Joel/Obadiah

Anselm Hagedorn

Amos

Rainer Kessler

Jonah

Irmtraud Fischer

Micah

Burkard M. Zapff

Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah

Walter Dietrich

Haggai
Zechariah I

Tobit

Jakob Wöhrle

Judith

Paul L. Redditt

Esther

Aaron Schart

Job

Dov Gera/
Jan Willem van Henten

Psalms

2. Maccabees

Zechariah II
Malachi

Barbara Schmitz
Jean-Daniel Macchi
Melanie Köhlmoos

IECOT combines an international orientation with ecumenical broadness and
brings together two, often opposed perspectives, described as “synchronic“ and
“diachronic“.

Hosea

Ezra/Nehemia
Beate Ego

A team of international editorial board members and authors presents a multi
perspective, innovative and intensive interpretation of the books of the Old Testa
ment in about 50 volumes.

Michael Konkel

I–II: Ehud Ben Zvi
I–II: Jacob Wright

International Exegetical Commentary
on the Old Testament

Ezekiel

Devorah Dimant

Ruth

IECOT

I (1–25):
Christl M. Maier
II (26–52):
Carolyn J. Sharp

Baruch

Joshua

Translated
English Edition

Sirach

Leviticus

Baruch Schwartz

German
First Edition

Luca Mazzinghi

1. Maccabees

I–III:
Adele Berlin/Andrea Weiss

Johannes Schnocks

Proverbs

Dieter Böhler

1 Esdras

I–II:
Jutta Krispenz/NN

edited by
Walter Dietrich, Bern
David M. Carr, New York
Adele Berlin, Maryland
Erhard Blum, Tübingen
Irmtraud Fischer, Graz
Shimon Gesundheit, Jerusalem
Walter Groß, Tübingen
Gary Knoppers, Pennsylvania
Bernard M. Levinson, Minnesota
Ed Noort, Groningen
Helmut Utzschneider, Neuendettelsau
Beate Ego, Bochum
(apocrypha/deuterocanonical books)

Theology and Religious Studies
Walter Dietrich

Author

Nahum Habakkuk Zephaniah –
English edition

Dr. Walter Dietrich,
professor emeritus, taught Old
Testament at the University of
Berne.

286 pages, € 74,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-020657-1

Target Groups

The distinctiveness of this commentary lies in its consistent rotation
between synchronic and diachronic views. This double perspective is
directed toward the three prophetic books as a single entity, toward
each individual book, and toward the interpretation of each
pericope. The result is a sophisticated picture, on the one hand of the
structure and intention of the texts in their final form, and on the
other hand of their compositional history - from the second half of
the 7th century to the late Old Testament period. Each exegetical
section opens with a precise, text-critically supported translation
and finishes with a synthesis that attempts to make note of the
lasting insights from each text and the most important results of the
analysis.

Professors and students of
biblical study and theological
study more broadly, pastors
aiming for the broadest available
synthesis of recent research,
laypeople interested in
theology/religious science/
cultural sciences.

Manfred Hutter

Author

Buddhism II

Dr. Manfred Hutter
teaches Comparative Religious
Studies at the Institute for
Oriental and Asian Studies of the
University of Bonn.

Theravada Buddhism and Tibetan Buddhism
480 pages, € 100,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-028497-5
After the first volume, which described Indian Buddhism, the
chapters of this volume handle the historical and doctrinal
development of Theravada Buddhism in its „classic“ countries (Sri
Lanka, Myanmar, Cambodia, Thailand and Laos), but also its
dissemination and revitalisation in India, Bangladesh, Malaysia and
Indonesia. Also, the various schools of Tibetan Buddhism are shown
in detail and classified in the history of Tibet and the local versions of
Tibetan Buddhism in Bhutan, as well as among the Mongol peoples
are also described. The last chapter deals with Buddhism among the
Turkic peoples of Central Asia before Islamisation.

Publication
April 2016

Target Groups
Religious scholars and cultural
scientists, historians, buddhologists, indologists, students of
Tibet, regional scientists
focusing on Southeast Asia and
Central Asia, readers interested
in Buddhism, theologians.
Publication
3rd quarter 2016

Jens Holger Schjørring/Carsten Bach-Nielsen

Authors

History of Global Christianity

Jens Holger Schjørring
is Professor Emeritus of Church
History at the University of
Aarhus.

Early Modern Age
680 pages, € 180,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-021931-1
The interweaving of world religions in global dynamics in the 21st
Century has become a self-evident fact. This also applies to
Christianity. In view of the still predominant regional or national
historiography, however, little is known beyond its historical
development process towards becoming a global and plurally-differentiated religion. This volume picks this up by, for the first time in
the German language, initially presenting a comprehensive,
interdenominational and interdisciplinary history of global
Christianity from the 15th to the 19th Century. Designated
theologians and (church) historians thus make the choices of the
early modern era clear that encouraged the global spread and the
fascinating diversity of modern Christianity.

Dr Norman Hjelm
is a Lutheran pastor and senior
theological editor in Wynnewood/PA.
Target Groups
Theologians, religious scholars,
readers interested in the history
of religion.
Publication
4th quarter 2016
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Theology and Religious Studies
Heinz-Josef Fabry/Ulrich Dahmen

Authors

Theological Dictionary for Quran texts

Professor Heinz-Josef Fabry
teaches the Introduction to the
Old Testament and History of
Israel at the University of Bonn.

Volume 3
602 pages, € 349,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-020431-7
The theological message of these writings aims to increase
engagement with the semantics of the words and represent the
theology and history of literature of the so-called „intertestamental
time”. The three-volume Theological Dictionary for the Quran
analyses the development of the Hebrew language in the intertestamental time, presents the afterlife and the reception of Old
Testament defaults in the Judaism of the time, thus makes the
prepared root clay for the Apostolic Age and other apocalyptic
currents clear and raises a “Theology of the Quran” in a field of
tension from the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament.

Target Groups
Theologians (Exegesis of the Old
and New Testament), religious
scholars, Semitists.
Publication
July 2016

Rainer Brunner

Author

Islam

PD Dr. Rainer Brunner
is directeur de recherche at the
Centre national de la Recherche
Scientifique in Paris.

Unity and Diversity of a World Religion
668 pages, € 50,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-021822-2

Target Groups

In this volume, proven specialists introduce all major Islamic subject
fields: The beginnings: Muhammad, Hadith, Koran; system: Theology,
Philosophy, Ethics and Education, Law; Piety: Rite, Sufism, religious
nature, folk religion, Shia; culture: Historiography, literature, art
and architecture, sciences; Challenges of the modern age: Politics
and human rights, economy and globalisation, women, reformism
and Islamism, dialogue with non-Muslims. The strength of this
introduction, which can also be used as a reference, is in the close
connection between past and present: All topics are systematically
and historically considered in their present-day significance. This
bridge allows a deeper understanding of current debates, not only for
students of Islam and adjacent subjects, but also for interested
laymen.

Religious and cultural scientists,
historians, readers interested in
Islam.

Loris Sturlese/Elisa Rubino

Authors

Meister Eckhart:
Student Edition of Latin Works

Professor Dr. Loris Sturlese
teaches History of Philosophy in
the Middle Ages at the University
of Salento.

Volume 1: Prologi in Opus tripartitum, Expositio Libri Genesis,
Liber Parabolarum Genesis
410 pages, € 49,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-029676-3
The finalisation of Volumes I and II completes Eckhart’s Edition of
Latin Works (with the exception of the Register). The small publication contains the text of the great Stuttgart edition in Latin and
German. The annotation set only includes information on the quoted
authors. This makes the Latin works of the great thinkers accessible
to all interested readers in an academically-sound and handy
publication.
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Prof. Dr. Ulrich Dahmen
teaches Old Testament Literature
and Exegesis at the University of
Freiburg.

Publication
February 2016

Dr. Elisa Rubino
is a Research Associate at the
University of Salento.
Target Groups
Readers of Meister Eckhart.
Publication
May 2016

Theology and Religious Studies
Petra Roedenbeck-Wachsmann/Bernd Vogel

Authors

A Workbook on Paul

Petra Roedenbeck-Wachsmann
is a lawyer in Hamburg.

Inspiration and Provocation for Community, School
and Adult Education
233 pages, € 26,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-029204-8
Paul was struck, wounded and enlightened when the Son of God
revealed to him. He became a troublemaker, inspirer, provocateur.
Does he inspire us today, between consumption and crisis, lust for
life and fear? The authors invite this giant, this apostle of the Lord: to
our tables, conversations, into the quiet room. They bring his texts
into the game and open references, perspectives and suggestions,
thinking spaces and scopes for practice. „Laypeople“ and „professionals” find informed introductions to central theological topics, in
particular to biblical hermeneutics and justification. „Grace“,
„truth“, „love“ or dealing with God‘s commandment - what do they
mean today? This book is a foundation for adult education courses,
faith or lecture nights, as well as for teachers in secondary education
and for self-study.

Bernd Vogel
is a school and university pastor
in Lüneburg.
Target Groups
Leaders and participants in adult
education and faith; instructors
in religious courses, theologians,
readers interested in theology
and philosophy.
Publication
April 2016

Godehard Brüntrup

Author

The Mind-Body Problem

Prof. Dr. Godehard Brüntrup
is the owner of the Erich J.
Lejeune Chair at the University of
Philosophy in Munich. His
numerous publications treat
questions of the Philosophy of
mind, theory of action and
metaphysics.

192 pages, € 28,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-030947-0
Progress in the empirical sciences gives us more insight into the
relation between body and spirit today than ever before. However,
the Mind-Body problem cannot be solved quickly by empirical
research. You soon come to deep and stubborn philosophical
questions. How far does the independence of the Spirit reach from
the body? Are the brain and the mind the same? Can the Spirit can
make a difference in the world? Philosophy can make a genuine
contribution to answering such questions. This book gives an
overview of the current debates in the philosophy of the Spirit.

Target Groups
Philosophers, theologians,
psychologists, social scientists,
physicians.
Publication
March 2016

Günter Unger

Author

The Lord’s Prayer

Günter Unger
was a priest in Munich
and now lives in Augsburg.

Collection of topics for independent prayer and reflection
of the young
203 pages, € 35,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-030916-6
The Lord’s Prayer is one of the most famous texts of Christianity.
In this volume, Unger argues that we should not see the lines of the
Lord’s Prayer as a mere model for recitation, but as a guide for themes
for independent prayer and reflection. He gives the pleas of the
Lord’s Prayer selected words and selected parables of Jesus which
reflect the specific basic idea of a line of the Lord’s Prayer, and binds
the prayer into the message of the earthly Jesus.

Target Groups
Theologians, readers interested
in theology
Publication
January 2016

The band opens up new readings of the well-known words of the
Lord’s Prayer: as a source of aid and encouragement to a widening
and reorientation of thinking and acting.
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Theology and Religious Studies
Sabine Pemsel-Maier

Author

God and Jesus Christ

Professor Sabine Pemsel-Maier
teaches Catholic Theology/
Religious Education with a focus
on „Dogmatics and its didactics“
at the University of Education in
Freiburg.

An Orientation in Christianity
238 pages, € 29,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-023414-7
The question of Jesus as the Christ leads to the heart of the Christian
faith. At the same time, Christological themes present a particular
challenge, not only because the personal confession to Christ
escapes all mediation, but also because the Christological language
of tradition is in many cases no longer understood and a translation
is required. Because of this, there is a large temptation to restrict
oneself to a seemingly easier “Jesusology”, instead of focusing on
the central theological questions. In contrast, this work makes
accesses to Christology possible, especially for a school context. It is
oriented towards fundamental Christological themes, includes
interpretations of children and young people gathered via empirical
research collected and opens up didactic perspectives for teaching
practice.

Target Groups
Theologians, religious teachers,
readers interested in theology.
Publication
April 2016

Kari Elisabeth Børresen/Emanuela Prinzivalli

Authors

Christian Writers of Antiquity

Prof. em. Dr Kari Elisabeth
Børresen, University of Oslo.

318 pages, € 70,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-026700-8
The role of women in the Churches represents an important problem
field for Christianity from the very beginning. On the one side was the
witness of the liberating practice of Jesus, on the other hand the
need was recognised for the legitimacy of a Christian image of women
in ancient society. In order to resolve the resulting tensions, the
authors have also made particular reference to the Bible. This led to a
qualitatively and quantitatively rich literary and theological
literature up until the 7th Century - not onliy in Greek and Latin, but
also by authors from Syria.

Prof. Emanuela Prinzivalli,
Sapienza University of Rome.
Target Groups
Theologians, religious scholars,
cultural scientists, cultural
historians, readers interested in
the history of theology, religion
and culture.
Publication
December 2015

Dagmar Fenner

Author

Religious Ethics

Prof. Dr. Dagmar Fenner
teaches Ethics at the Universities
of Tübingen and Basel.

An Outline
302 pages, € 30,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-029240-6
„Religious Ethics“, like all other disciplines of Applied Ethics (such as
„Medical Ethics“ or „Business Ethics“) handles a specific field of
action: Its subject is the area of religious practice. It discusses
ethical questions in connection with the religious practice,
regardless of the concrete contents of faith and truth claims of
different religions: What can religions contribute to a good personal
life (individual ethics) and righteous coexistence (social ethics)? Are
religious people happier than non-religious people and how is our
society dependent on religion as a source of morality? The book
analyses the various arguments using examples of fundamentalism,
the burqa ban, terminations of pregnancy and teachings in religion
and ethics and helps to structure current social discussions.
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Target Groups
Philosophers, ethicists, ethics
teachers, religion teachers,
educators, religious scholars.
Publication
April 2016

Cultural Science / Philosophy
Markwart Herzog/Fabian Brändle

Authors

European Football
in the Second World War

Dr. Markwart Herzog,
religious philosopher and sports
historian, is Director of the
Swabian Academy in Irsee.

423 pages, € 29,99
ISBN: 978-3-17-025580-7
As the Second World War began on 1st September 1939, the
environment for sport also changed, in part, dramatically. Official
propaganda no longer considered football to be just a mere game, but
as an instrument of political and military intentions. However, due to
its unpredictability, football was only suited for this to a limited
extent. At the same time, this sport created politically-neutral
spaces for exciting entertainment and escapist diversion. The focal
points of the book are the situations in the European countries
occupied by German troops, the Greater German Reich, in the Allied
and neutral states and in the British sphere of influence, as well as
the reception of the issue in the arts.

Dr. Fabian Brändle,
historian, researches and
publishes on the history of
democracy, popular culture, the
popular autobiography and the
social history of the sport.
Target Groups
Cultural scientists, social
scientists, media scientists,
historians, football fans.
Publication
September 2015

Otto Friedrich Bollnow

Author

Man and Space

Prof. Bollnow (1903–1991)
was professor ordinarius for
philosophy and pedagogics at
the University of Tübingen.

11th edition
310 pages, € 29,80
ISBN: 978-3-17-021284-8

Target Groups

This fundamental and much read book on experienced area and the
spatiality of human life is a standard work for philosophers,
pedagogues and since the publishing of the second edition at the
latest for architects as well.

Philosophers, educators and
architects.

„Bollnows philosophy seeks to establish the ,happier area‘. It teaches
that a person can establish their human essence in an area, when
being capabale of settling without feeling uncomfortable or rooting
down without secluding himself and finally learns to trust without
giving himself up.“ Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

September 2010

Hans Joachim Störig

Author

Small World History of Philosophy

Prof. Dr. Hans Joachim Störig
(1915–2012) was editor,
translator and publishing
director, from 1963–1983, he was
director of the Lexicographic
Intitute in Munich.
From 1983 to 1991, he taught
German as a foreign language at
the University of Munich.

18 edition
th

880 pages, € 36,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-031459-7
For this new edition, the author has revised his successful work over
decades and has rewritten the last part, which deals with the
philosophy of the present. There is a focus on the lively discussion
and the increasing cooperation between philosophy and individual
scientific research, as it is observable in key issues such as language,
position of man in the cosmos, ecological crisis, brain and consciousness. Störig’s Work with a print run of over a half million is one of the
most successful German books.
Rights sold: Chinese, Spanish, Portuguese, Korean and Dutch

Publication

Target Groups
All readers interested in
philosophical questions.
Publication
3rd quarter 2016
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Philosophy / History
Stefan Bauberger

Author

Scientific Theory

Prof. Dr. Stefan Bauberger SJ,
University of Philosophy in
Munich.

An Introduction
196 pages, € 22,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-031119-0

Target Groups

From the two sources of human knowledge (empirical knowledge,
logical analysis), Bauberger develops two basic questions of
scientific theory, according to which the book is structured: First,
scientific theory reflects the methods of the empirical sciences and
thus provides assistance for their use. It also assesses the validity of
the empirical findings and thus sets itself a genuinely philosophical
task. The resulting dialogue of specific scientific fields, methods and
meta-reflection shows the relevance of scientific work and calls on
the language skills of students outside of their philosophical times.
Historical developments and the presentation of scientific philosophical positions from the tradition are discussed in thematic
chapters.

Publication
September 2016

Author

Harald Schöndorf

Philosophy of the 17
and 18th Century

th

5th Revised and expanded edition
373 pages, € 30,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-026392-5

Dr. Harald Schöndorf
is Professor Emeritus of
Epistemology and History of
Philosophy with a focus on the
philosophy of Modern History at
the University of Philosophy in
Munich.

The philosophy of the 17th and 18th Century forms the basis of all
modern thinking. It starts with an examination of the substance of
our consciousness in order to unfold the system of our insights on
this basis. The rationalism of Descartes and Spinoza, Leibniz and
Wolff, as well as empiricism from Bacon and Hobbes to Locke,
Berkeley and Hume, belong under this category. Both mindsets are
combined in the Enlightenment. Kant, above all, completes and
transcends this period with his criticism of reason.

Target Groups

Nicola Brauch

Author

The Anne Frank Diary

Professor Dr Nicola Brauch
holds the chair for the Didactics
of History at the Ruhr University
in Bochum.

A Source of Historical Learning in Teaching and Study
249 pages, € 30,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-021894-9
Considerable importance has been ascribed to the Anne Frank Diary
in the global culture of Holocaust remembrance. The approach of
competence-oriented historical learning aims at the practice of
dealing with cultural memory. What, against this background,
characterises historical questions on the Anne Frank diary in contrast
to those dealt with by German teaching or the study of politics?
The book examines the diary as an eye witness report of the events
which led to the Holocaust and therefore puts its identity in the
foreground as a source bound in perspective and powerful in its
historical reception. On the basis of current discourses in didactics,
pedagogy and historical science, concrete problem areas, texts and
tasks models are presented for the teaching of history.
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Students in the field of
philosophy and theology/ethics,
readers interested in philosophy,
teachers

Philosophers, theologians,
readers interested in philosophy.
Publication
May 2016

Target Groups
Students for the teaching degree
in History, as well as student
teachers and teachers in
practice, as well as readers
interested in the subject.
Publication
March 2016

History
Guido Koller

Author

Digital History

Guido Koller
is a historian and works in the
Swiss Federal Archives.

A New Method of Measuring Historical Worlds
157 pages, € 26,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-028929-1

Target Groups

Nowadays, digital communication decisively shapes the professional
image of the historian. What was still the exception 20 years ago is
the norm today: Historical worlds are measured digitally and
interpreted analogically.

Publication

Students and teachers of the
science of history.

April 2016

Digitalisation is changing the way historians think, teach and write,
even today and is having a retroactive effect on the writing of
history. Today, historians process large amounts of data with
algorithms which make completely new perspectives and approaches
to historical sources possible.
The book describes the state of digital transformation for history as
part of the humanities and discussed the perspectives on the future
of the big data in the historical sciences. A service part complements
this book, in which infrastructure, portals, tools, standards and
blogs are presented.

Udo Steinbach

Author

The Arab World in the 20th Century

Prof. Dr. Udo Steinbach
was Director of the German
Orient Institute in Hamburg from
1976 to 2006. From 2007 to 2010,
he taught Politics and Society of
the Middle East at the University
of Marburg.

Awakening – Upheaval – Perspectives
414 pages, € 49,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-021157-5
This history of the Arab world covers the period of the 20th Century,
from the beginning of the First World War until the outbreak of the
Arab spring in 2011. The focus of the work is the development of all 22
member states of the Arab League. The individual sections are
embedded in the political, economic, cultural and religious contexts
within the Arab world as a whole as well as in the context of
international policy since the end of the Second World War. An entire
chapter is dedicated to the role of Germany in the Middle East. A view
on the 21th Century rounds off the volume.

Target Groups
Students of Islamic Studies,
historians, journalists.
Publication
December 2015

Guido Thiemeyer

Author

The History of the
Federal Republic of Germany

Professor Dr. Guido Thiemeyer
holds the chair of Modern History
at the University of Dusseldorf.

Between Ties with the West and European Hegemony

Target Groups

138 pages, € 20,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-023254-9

Students of recent history,
contemporary history and
political science

The German national state has always been integrated into a dense
network of transnational integration. This applies also and in
particular to the Federal Republic of Germany. This book presents the
history of the second German Republic in its international and
transnational integration. Processes of Europeanisation and
internationalisation take a central place in the work. Nevertheless it
is also clear that there is no question of “the end of the nation-state“. A coexistence of supranational organisations and national state
is much more characteristic, where the borders between the two are
always being renegotiated.

Publication
April 2016
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History
Ulrich Renz

Author

Georg Elser

Ulrich Renz
is a journalist and employee of
the Georg Elser Memorial in
Königsbronn. For many years he
has been focusing on Nazi crimes
and the resistance against Hitler,
especially Georg Elser.

Alone against Hitler
114 pages, € 25,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-031077-3
For a long time, lies and legends have altered the view of Georg Elser.
Today, he stands alongside others in the first line of the resistance
against Hitler. In autumn 1938, Elser decided to commit a bomb
attack on Hitler. On 8th November 1939, he made an assassination
attempt in the Munich Bürgerbräukeller.
This book tells the life story of Georg Elser against the background of
this failed assassination attempt that would have changed the world.
It shows his motives, the preparations and the consequences of the
attack - and it shows a steadfast opponent of Hitler, who was only
belatedly adequately recognised in post-war Germany.

Students of recent history, of the
resistance in the „Third Reich“
and readers interested in Georg
Elser.
Publication
June 2016

Peter Steinbach

Author

Claus Schenk Graf von Stauffenberg

Prof. Emeritus Dr. Peter Steinbach
taught Modern and Contemporary
History at the University of
Mannheim and is Director of the
German Resistance Memorial
Center in Berlin.

Gamble – Deed – Memory
120 pages, € 25,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-022226-7
Claus Schenk Graf von Stauffenberg is a modern myth: A soldier in
Hitler‘s Wehrmacht, assassin and icon of the German resistance,
whose name is inextricably linked with the 20th July 1944. Defamed
after his act, driven out after the war for a long time in public debate,
Stauffenberg today is present in the books and films as well. This
book skilfully presents a life sketch of the Hitler Assassin and
illuminates, above all, a modern icon of German history, as well as an
assassin. Because Stauffenberg’s legacy and the new interpretations
are just as interesting as his biography. The book is also aimed at
those who want to know more about his life and the assassination
attempt on Hitler.

Target Groups
Students of contemporary
history, the Second World War
and the German resistance.
Publication
December 2015

Felicitas Schmieder

Author

Marco Polo

Dr. Felicitas Schmieder,
Professor of History and the
Present of Old Europe at the
University of Hagen.

Europe Faces the World
240 pages, € 19,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-019959-0
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Target Groups

Target Groups

By the later part of the 13th Century, Genghis Khan and his heirs had
conquered a vast empire, stretching from west Russia to China, from
Siberia to Syria. This power complex brought the people of the
Eurasian continent into contact with each other like never before and
made it possible for Europeans to travel, for whom this world could
open itself.

Historians in studies and
professions, readers interested
in general history and biographies.

The most famous of these travellers today is the Venetian Marco Polo,
the son of a merchant, who became renowned for his comprehensive
reports. Even if it has been questioned again and again through the
ages: Marco Polo travelled, he was in China, and he was not the only
European of his time, but one of the first among many.

4th quarter 2016

Publication

Psychology
Claus Braun

Author

The Therapeutic Relationship

Dr. Claus Brown
is a Clinical Psychologist and
Lecturer at the C.G. Jung
Institute for Psychotherapy.

Concept and Practice in the Analytical Psychology of C.G. Jung
200 pages, € 30,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-029322-9

Target Groups

In the Analytical Psychotherapy of C. G. Jung, the development and
design of the therapeutic relationship is of greatest importance: The
resulting connection is as crucial to outcome and success. In addition
to the psychoanalytic work with and within the transfer relationship
to the patient, the countertransference of the analyst and the
inter-subjective real relationship of psychotherapeutic pair are
observed in particular. The book concerns the central concepts of
Analytical Psychology and especially the Jungian technique of
amplification on the conscious and unconscious relationship aspects
during the course of treatment and gives a detailed insight into the
dynamics of relations of analytical psychotherapy.

Psychotherapists, psychoanalysts, training candidates, students
of clinical psychology and
psychotherapy.

Gisela Eife

Author

Individual Analytical Psychology
in Therapeutic Practice

Dr. Gisela Eife,
Doctor of Psychoanalysis/
Individual Psychology, Lecturer,
Supervisor and Teaching Analyst
(DGPT/DGIP) at the Alfred Adler
Institute in Munich.

The Concept of Alfred Adler from an Existential Perspective
258 pages, € 29,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-026864-7
This book poses questions that we therapists ask patients whose
existence is threatened by hidden fear and hopelessness. These fears
of patients of not being able to live or survive, consciously or
unconsciously lead to a commitment to countervail the perceived
threats. Alfred Adler sees a general principle of human life in this
compensation. The special feature of the individual analytical
psychology is in emphasising the individual experience and in the
concept of double dynamics of compensation and sense of community. This vision is the result of case vignettes from therapy.

Publication
July 2016

Target Groups
Psychoanalysts and
Psychotherapists.
Publication
February 2016

Joachim Küchenhoff

Author

Psychopharmacology and Psychoanalysis

Prof. Dr. Joachim Küchenhoff
is medical director of the adult
psychiatry psychiatry Baselland
and psychoanalyst (IPA).

Basics, Clinic, Research
220 pages, € 35,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-028432-6
Psychoanalysis is, in theory and practice, indispensable for
psychiatry - and vice versa. Psychoanalysis becomes impoverished if
it does not pose itself the challenges that can occur in psychiatric
therapy. The book enters new territory when it asks how a psycho-pharmacological treatment and a psychoanalytic treatment
interact: What is changed in the therapeutic relationship, if
psychotropic drugs are issued? How does the medication dose
change, if it is reflected psychodynamically? How can the interaction
of psychodynamic and neurobiological effects be scientifically classified? The work gets to the bottom of these important questions and
clarifies the meaning and the effects of psychopharmacology for
certain mental disorders on a psychoanalytic basis.

Target Groups
Psychiatrists, psychoanalysts,
psychotherapists, clinical
psychologists.
Publication
3rd quarter 2016
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Psychology
Christian Roesler

Author

The Archetype Concept of C.G. Jung

Professor Dr. Christian Roesler,
Psychological Psychotherapist,
is a lecturer at the C.G. Jung
Institutes of Zurich and Stuttgart
as well as Training Analyst at the
Training and Further Education
Institute for Psychoanalytically
and Depth-Psychologically based
Psychotherapy at the University
Hospital of Freiburg (DGPT).

Theory, Research and Application
222 pages, € 30,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-028416-6
The concept of archetypes and the collective unconscious represents
the core of the analytical psychology of C. G. Jung. The book
summarises an overview of the classical theory of archetypes and the
archetypal stations of individuation process with Jung and his
students as well as the theoretical development on the basis of
research and findings from anthropology, human genetics and the
neurosciences for the first time. This shows clearly that Jung‘s views
must be comprehensively revised. The applications of the concept are
illustrated by detailed case studies and dream series.

Target Groups
Psychotherapists, training
candidates and participants in
further training in Analytical
Psychology, students and
teachers of the clinical
psychology and psychotherapy.
Publication
March 2016

Ralf T. Vogel

Author

C. G. Jung for Practice

Professor Dr. Ralf T. Vogel
is a psychoanalyst and behaviour
therapist, training analyst and
supervisor at different
psychotherapeutic training institutes and Honorary Professor of
Psychology and Psychoanalysis
at the University of Fine Arts in
Dresden. In Ingolstadt, he is
active in private practice of
psychotherapy and supervision.

Towards the Integration of Jungian Methods
in Psychotherapeutic Treatments
2nd revised and expanded edition
219 pages, € 34,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-026852-4
Jungian methods in applied psychotherapy are experiencing a renaissance: Imagination techniques belong to the standard repertoire, the
inclusion of fairy tales is regarded as an important method and
Jungian dream considerations extend classic concepts with essential
aspects. Nevertheless, not all therapists can gain training in Jungian
psychoanalysis. A compromise is the deep integration of Jungian
thinking and the resulting methods in the previous therapeutic work.
This book should help this process.

Target Groups
Experienced and training
medical and psychological
psychotherapists.
Publication
March 2016

Authors

Marco Conci/Wolfgang Mertens

Psychoanalysis in the 20 Century
th

Freud‘s Successors and their Contribution to Modern Psychoanalysis
256 pages, € 30,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-028428-9
In this volume of twelve experts portrayed as successors of Freud, are
appreciated with regard to their most important theoretical
contributions and their sustainable effect on psychoanalytic theory
and practice. The outlined biographies not only throw a light on the
History of Psychoanalysis in the respective countries, but also clarify
how closely the life and work are often related.

Dr. med. Marco Conci
is a psychotherapist and
psychoanalyst (DPG, SPI, IPA) in
private practice in Munich.
Prof. Emeritus Dr. Wolfgang Mertens
was Professor of Psychoanalysis
and psychodynamic research at
the Ludwig Maximilian University
of Munich and has more than 35
years a practicing psychoanalyst.
Target Groups
Students and lecturers of
Psychology and Medicine,
training and further education
candidates of psychoanalytically-based treatment procedures,
psychotherapists.
Publication
April 2016
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Psychology / Medicine
Timo Storck

Author

Psychoanalysis and Psychosomatics

Timo Storck
is Professor of Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy at the
Psychological University Berlin
and scientific Assitant at the
Medical University of Vienna and
psychotherapist (AP / TP).

The Physical Foundation of Psychodynamics
252 pages, € 29,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-024838-0
Freud and body are located close to each other: The concepts of
psychoanalysis refer to the connection to the physical and require a
differentiated conception of the mind-body relationship. Starting
with Freud comments on actual neurosis, questions arise on the
development of psychopathology, psychodynamics and treatment
technology. First of all, the conceptual developments are examined
in general terms before diagnosis, classification and specific disease
teaching are handled. The volume concludes with treatment settings,
social aspects of psychosomatics and exemplary research fields.

Target Groups
Students of psychology and
medicine, medical and psychological participants in psychotherapeutic and/or specialist
medical training, practicing
therapists.
Publication
April 2016

Nicole C. Krämer/Stephan Schwan/Dagmar Unz/Monika Suckfüll

Authors

Media Psychology

Prof. Dr. Nicole C. Krämer,
Professor of Social Psychology.

Key Terms and Concepts
2nd revised and expanded edition
480 pages, € 49,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-026137-2
In the Learning and Reference Guide, 60 central concepts of Media
Psychology are presented in short texts which bring together the
current state of knowledge on specific assumptions and theories. In
the 2nd Edition, current concepts from social media are integrated.
The chapters are designed according to a uniform plan and include a
brief description of the respective concept, an explanation of the key
assumptions, a description of the typical methodology, a summary of
the current empirical results as well as a critical assessment.

Prof. Dr. Stephan Schwan
teaches the „Realistic Representations“ working group at the
Institute of Knowledge Media in
Tübingen.
Prof. Dr. Dagmar Unz,
Media Psychologist.
Prof. Dr. Monika Suckfüll
teaches communication and
media sciences.
Target Groups
Students of psychology and
media/communication sciences.
Publication
3rd quarter 2016

Bernhard Strauß/Henning Schauenburg

Authors

Binding in psychology and medicine

Prof. Dr. Bernhard Strauss,
Psychological Psychotherapist.

Basics, Clinic and Research – a guide
560 pages, € 69,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-023355-3
The development psychology has submitted many findings on binding
behaviour. Today, these and the binding theory of John Bowlby are
also taken up in the clinical psychology and psychotherapy and in the
medical control. The guide summarizes the research on the
importance of binding characteristics in different stages of life as
well as the results of clinical and binding research to mental and
physical disorders. Its importance for prevention and for psychotherapy in different treatment settings is shown in particular.

Prof. Dr. Henning Schauenburg,
Doctor for Neurology and
Psychiatry.
Target Groups
Medical and psychological
psychotherapists, psychiatrists,
exponents of psychosomatics,
clinical psychologists
Publication
4th quarter 2016
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Medicine
Pinter/Likar Kada/Janig/Schippinger/Cernic

Author

The Older Patient in Clinical Routine

Dr. Georg Pinter,
Klagenfurt Medical Centre.

A Practical Textbook of Acute Geriatrics

Prof. Dr. Rudolf Likar,
Klagenfurt Medical Centre.

480 pages, € 149,00
ISBN: 978-3-17-029785-2
Acute geriatrics has become an important specialist discipline. It
comprises the preventive, curative, rehabilitative and palliative care
for older patients under consideration of the bio-psycho-social
model. Multimorbidity, atypical courses of disease, increased risk of
complications and many further aspects should be included in the
support concept for the often very vulnerable patients. In this book,
essential practice-relevant content of the acute geriatric work is
presented, based on case studies.

FH-Prof. Dr Olivia Kada,
University of Applied Sciences in Kärnten.
Prof. Dr. Herbert Janig,
University of Klagenfurt Alpe Adria .
PD Dr. Walter Schippinger,
Albert Schweitzer Clinic, Geriatric
Health Centers in Graz.
Dr. Karl Cernic, Klagenfurt Medical
Centre.
Target Groups
Medical students, doctors in training
for acute geriatrics, doctors, nurses,
psychologists, social workers,
occupational therapists, physiotherapists and speech therapists.
Publication
3rd quarter 2016

Vera Bernard-Opitz

Author

Children with
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASA)

Dr. Vera Bernard Opitz
is a clinical psychologist,
therapist and holds a BCBA-D
(Board Certified Behaviour
Analyst doctorate), is an author
and editor of a magazine on autism.

A practical guide for therapists, teachers and parents
3rd revised and expanded edition
296 pages, € 39,99
ISBN: 978-3-17-022465-0
A frequently asked question from parents, therapists and teachers is
how to treat autism spectrum disorder (ASD) successfully. These
questions, often asked by parents, therapists and teachers, are
answered in this practice manual. The Applied Behaviour Analysis
(ABA) and Autism-specific Behaviour Therapy (ABT) are regarded as
the most successful methods for children with autism. Concrete steps
are shown toward the elimination of behavioural problems and for
the development of cognitive, social and communicative abilities.
The third edition of this proven specialist book provides updated
sequences of the STeP curriculum, task analyses and advice on new
learning opportunities through mobile apps.

Target Groups
Psychologists, doctors, educators
and parents.

Publication
December 2014

Walter Hewer/Lutz Michael Drach/Christine Thomas

Authors

Delirium in old people

Dr. Christine Thomas,
Dr. Michael Lutz Drach and
Prof. Dr. Walter Hewer
lead clinics for gerontopsychiatry
at large hospitals with a regional
supply mandate.

280 pages, € 39,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-021617-4
Delirium is one of the most important age-related diseases.
Approximately 10-20 % of old people treated in hospitals are
affected by delirium. Due to its unfavourable prognosis, the
prevention of delirium is of growing importance.
The practice-oriented book deals with the diagnostic and therapeutic approach on the basis of the most recent evidence knowledge,
as well as current possibilities and guidelines for prevention. It
includes sections on the history of delerium, epidemiology, the
spectrum of symptoms and on etiology and pathogenesis. Case
descriptions round off the work.

Target Groups
Psychiatrist, neurologists,
geriatrics, general practitioners,
internists, nurses and geriatric
nurses, occupational therapists
and physiotherapists.
Publication
4th quarter 2016
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Medicine / Economics / Law
Marc Walter/Daniel Sollberger/Sebastian Euler

Authors

Personality Disorders and Addiction

Dr. Marc Walter,
Head Doctor of the Adult
Psychiatric Hospital of the
University Psychiatric Clinics
(PUK) Basel.

212 pages, € 35,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-026096-2
Individual personality characteristics are involved in the development of addiction. People with self-value problems and difficulties in
handling emotions are particularly at risk. Problems in these areas
often go hand in hand with a personality disorder. The diagnosis of a
personality disorder and an addiction has an impact on therapy.
The different models of personality disorders and the forms of the
addictive disorders are presented, both disorders are assigned to
each other and the therapy indication and possibilities of case-related psychotherapy are developed and discussed for this dual
diagnosis.

Dr. Daniel to Berger,
Head Doctor of Psychiatry for the
Canton of Baselland Dr.
Sebastian Euler, Senior Physician
at the Centre for Special Psycho
therapy (CSP) at UPK Basel.
Target Groups
Students, lecturers and profes
sionals from the fields of (children
and youth) psychiatry, clinical
psychology, psychotherapy,
social work and social pedagogy.
Publication
November 2015

Joachim Starbatty

Author

The English Classics
of the National Economy

Prof. Dr. Joachim Starbatty,
University of Tübingen
(Economic Policy), is today
involved in the politics of
Europe. Prof. Dr. Heinz Rieter,
University of Hamburg
(Economics) does research on the
history of economic science.

Teaching and Effect
178 pages, € 28,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-025658-3
The English classics of the national economy gave economics its
generally-accepted scientific foundation: They systematically measured connections of cause and effect and disclosed the interdependencies of economic activity. Confrontation with the English classics
provides the reader with the necessary clarity regarding the spirit of
the historical background of the Western economic order. Anyone
concerned with economic developments and the economic effects of
political activity can, and must, study the classics. The work is
supplemented by a contribution of Professor Heinz Rieter on patterns
of interpretation of classic national economy.

Target Groups
Students and teachers of
Economics and Business
Administration, historians,
philosophers, sociologists, general readership
Publication
February 2016

Claus Ahrens

Author

European and International
Private Economic Law

Professor Dr. Claus Ahrens
is holder of the Chair of Private
Law, in particular economic
private law, of the Department of
Economics at the University of
Wuppertal.

256 pages, € 29,–
ISBN: 978-3-17-021709-6
Private Economic Law is presented in this book, i.e. the economically
relevant areas of civil law, from European and international angles.
Civil matters (contract law, corporate law, group law, conversion law,
property, liability law etc.) are presented in their basic outlines and
at the same time it is shown what European and international
influences are present here. In addition, the reader receives a
guideline of which cross-border legal issues are to be expected. The
new edition includes current developments of recent years with
future views.

Target Groups
Students in the fields of law,
economics, political sciences,
social sciences and other courses
of study with law lectures,
practitioners.
Publication
3rd quarter 2016
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